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Abstract
In this research, smoothing methods and the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) method for predicting producer milk
prices in Turkey is implemented. Holt-Winters multiplicative (HWM) method and Holt-Winters additive (HWA)
method are included in the exponential smoothing methods. Producer milk prices data belong to January 1 st, 2010
to December 31st, 2019 period and gathered from the Turkish Statistical Institute. According to the given results,
OLS method is fitted the data and has good root mean square error (RMSE) and determination coefficients (R 2).
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INTRODUCTION
The milk production in Turkey was realized
9.506.028 metric tonnes in 2019. Comparison
to the years between 2018 and 2019, milk
production is decreasing 5.26%. Its producer
price milk ratio was up to 20.70% [23].
Especially, household's consumption for milk
as packed and unpacked milk from buying
producers in Turkey. The demand of milk
relies on various factors for example
economic factors, socio-economic and
cultural factors. Moreover, buying milk from
producers is cheaper than market price. For
this reason, consumers prefer buying milk
directly from producers.
A multivariate Tobit system of monthly
wholesale dairy prices where four prices are
lower censored by the dairy price support
programme. Using Maximum Simulated
Likelihood (MSL) the effects of simulation
noise are tested/ corrected for and the
relevance of estimating multivariate versus
the single Tobit equations discussed [2]. The
feasibility of estimating a system of demand
equations in the absence of price information
using the approach developed by Lewbel
(1989) [4]. The double-hurdle model typically
used in cross-sectional data is extended to
panel data structures. In the empirical
application for milk purchases, it is found that
generic advertising increases the probability

of market participation as well as the purchase
quantity and incidence [5]. An evolution of
the margin risks was performed using the
relationship between excess price yield, prices
of margin and conditional volatility of milk
[6]. They implemented on profit level of
hazelnut production [7]. On smallholder dairy
farmers’ risk perceptions and management
strategies have still received little attention in
agricultural research of developing countries
[8]. Climate change is likely to affect milk
production because of the sensitivity of dairy
cows to excessive temperature and humidity
[11]. Technical Efficiency (TE) of dairy farms
is estimated and analyzed with two
methodologies: Data Envelopment Analysis
(DEA) and Stochastic Frontier Analysis
(SFA). Two federal milk policies are
considered in this research: marketing policy
and milk income loss policy [14]. The long
and short run relationships between oil price
and food price volatility as well as the causal
link between them [15]. Income, price, and
cross price elasticities under six aggregated
product groups were estimated within the
framework of the an almost ideal demand
system approach for food expenditures; and
estimation of household consumers’ food
demand in Turkey was analyzed [19]. The
evolution of the dairy farm structure of Poland
during the post-socialist period. Milk
projections show that under the status quo,
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milk quotas will be binding and overrun,
whereas under the ’soft landing’ scenario they
appear to be only binding after 2010 [20]. The
VAR analysis to determine the relationship
between the agricultural gross domestic
product and agricultural supports [17].
In order to evaluate the monthly producer
milk price between 2010 and 2019 years, time
series analysis was applied. This paper's aim
is to predict the milk prices for the next years
by using the smoothing method and
regression method. The data was taken from
The Turkish Statistical Institute’s database
[23]. The EViews 10 Econometrics package
program was used for the estimation and
analysis procedure.
In the first section, an overview of the
literature about milk price and some
agricultural commodities in the Turkish
agricultural sector is revised. Research
methodology is given in the second and third
parts. Especially, in this section smoothing
methods and OLS method are emphasized.
And the last section has the empirical results.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Material
The commodity monthly prices data from
January 1st, 2010 to December 31st, 2019 were
taken from the Turkish Statistical Institute
[23].
Methods
HWM, HWA and OLS methods are estimated
in this research. The major contributions of
this paper are to search the effects of the
initial trend values on forecasting accuracy
and to obtain the best fitting forecasting
results that are obtained by comparing these
methods.
Forecasting methods are smoothing methods,
the Box-Jenkins model, the Grey forecasting
model, Ordinary Least Squares and so on.
Especially, estimation of production, prices
and other variables are made by these
methods. Namely, both of these methods are
being contribution to these forecasting areas.
These estimation methods are given in the
following section.
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Seasonality is explained as a repeating
behavior [12]. Holt Winters methods can be
used for forecasting time series data that have
both trend and seasonal patterns [9], [10],
[13], [18]. Authors stressed the importance of
mean absolute percentage error and computed
this indicator [21], [22].
The multiple linear regression equation is as
follows:
Yi =  0 + 1 X 1i +  2 X 2i + ... +  k X ki +  i

(1)

where: 𝑌𝑖 is dependent variable, 𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , … , 𝑋𝑘 is
independent variable,  i error term,
𝛽̂0 , 𝛽̂1 , 𝛽̂2 , … , 𝛽̂𝑘 are the estimated regression
coefficients.
Package program. During the estimation and
analysis process, Eviews 10 Econometrics
package program was used.
There are some criteria to select the best
model for making forecasts, such as root mean
square error (RMSE) and determination
coefficients (R2). These criteria are explained
as follows:
When the prediction error is a small value, the
forecasted value belong to the model will be
better. The RMSE statistics was used as the
prediction error measure because it gives an
accurate and exact statistics for comparing
forecasting methods. He emphasized the
RMSE [3]. There are some criteria to select
the best model for making forecasts such as
the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE),
root mean square error (RMSE) and mean
absolute deviation (MAD) [1].
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

∑𝑇
̂𝑡 )2
𝑡=1(𝑦𝑡 −𝑦
𝑇

(2)

where: t is time period, T is total number of
observations, 𝑦𝑡 is actual value, and 𝑦̂𝑡 is
forecasted value at time t.
R2 that is coefficient of determination shows
percentage variation in y dependent variable
which is explained by all the x independent
variables together. Every variable added to all
variables R2 is getting high score and higher
R2 score the better value. Its score is always
getting value between 0 and 1 [16].
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Descriptive statistics for the monthly milk
prices from 2010 to 2019 are given in the
following Fig. 1.
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The comparison of the raw data and the
forecast data determined by the HWM method
for producer milk prices are given as follows.

Jarque-Bera 24.86870
Probability 0.000004

Fig. 1. Descriptive statistics for the monthly milk prices
Source: Author's calculations.

The nonstationary shape of the time series is
seen in the Fig. 2. This time series will be
analyzing. We can see this series' fluctuates
that indicate the observation of a global trend
or seasonality.

Milk price (TL)
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Fig. 3. The raw data and the forecast data for producer
milk prices by HWA method
Source: Author's calculations.
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Fig. 4. The raw data and the forecast data for producer
milk prices by HWM method
Source: Author's calculations.
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In this paper, the weighing factors that result
in the minimum RMSE were determined. The
results were calculated by the HWA and
HWM methods in Table 1.
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Fig. 2. The monthly producer milk prices (kg/TL) (X:
month, Y: prices)
Source: Author's calculations.

The comparison of the raw data and the
forecast data determined by the HWA method
for producer milk prices are given in Fig. 3.

Table 1. The optimal weighting factors for Jan 2010 to
Dec 2019 using the HWA and HWM methods for
producer milk prices
Methods
Factors
𝜶
𝜷
𝜸
HWA
0.009
1.000
0.000
HWM
0.673
0.077
1.000
Source: Author's calculations.

In this section, RMSE and R2 belong to OLS
results are given as follow in Table 2.
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Table 2. RMSE and R2 for the HWA, HWM and OLS
methods for producer milk prices
Methods
Statistics
RMSE
R2
HWA
1.994
NA
HWM
0.452
NA
OLS*
0.124
0.82
*OLS is the best model for making forecasts.
Source: Author's calculations.
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Root Mean Squared Error
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Mean Absolute Error 0.091857
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Fig. 5. Different statistics of OLS method for the
monthly milk prices
Source: Author's calculations.

CONCLUSIONS
In this research, we proposed and used
different initial values for the Holt Winters
method to forecast producer milk prices in
Turkey, and the results are deeply evaluated.
The HWA and HWM methods were tested.
During these tests, different initial values
were tried and applied in the forecasting
methods. The findings of this research
revealed that the results generated by the
HWA method had good accuracy for
forecasting producer milk prices. To optimize
the initial values, the RMSE was used in
practice. For a time series, OLS method
estimated in our study. Producer milk prices
were taken as real values. Some statistical
tests were evaluated according to the
significance of the coefficients and used to
test the residuals. The best indicator in this
study was determined via the OLS model. The
R2 was evaluated for comparing the RMSE
value. In conclusion, OLS is the best model
for making forecasts according to RMSE and
R2.
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